Study Away Non-TU Program (STAW)

Course information contained within the Bulletin is accurate at the time of publication in August 2023 but is subject to change. For the most up-to-date course information, please refer to the Course Catalog.

STAW 3011. Non-TU Domestic Program. 1 to 12 Credit Hour.
**Repeatability:** This course may be repeated for additional credit.

STAW 3021. Non-TU Study Abroad. 1 to 12 Credit Hour.
**Repeatability:** This course may be repeated for additional credit.

STAW 3031. TU Exchange Program. 1 to 12 Credit Hour.
**Repeatability:** This course may be repeated for additional credit.

STAW 3041. Study Abroad Insurance. 0 Credit Hours.
**Repeatability:** This course may be repeated for additional credit.